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Under the condition that LF,, (th e set of singular functionals on a normed 
Kijthe space LP) is an abstract L-space, it is proved in this paper that there exists 
a set of purely finitely additive measures -(v, such that Lz,, 2 AP holds. It 
follows that Lg, II is an abstract L-space if and only if Lg,+ is Riesz isomorphic 
and isometric with a band in L*,,, . 
1, INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this whole paper (a, L’, p) will be a u-finite measure 
space such that the p-null sets are measurable. By a we shall denote 
the Riesz space consisting of all real-valued finitely additive measures v 
on (d, r) which satisfy 1 Y [ (d) < co and which are absolutely 
continuous with respect to p. Here 1 v 1 = V+ + v-, where Y+ and Y- 
are the components of v in the Jordan decomposition v = v+ - v- of v 
into two positive measures. If we define 11 v 11 = 1 v 1 (d) for all v E 2, 
then g becomes a normed Riesz space and even an abstract L-space 
(so 0 < pi , vs E g implies II v1 + y2 II = II y1 II + II v2 II). In the rest of 
the paper the reader is assumed to be familiar with the theory of 
finitely additive measures as developed in [2, Chap. III] and in [9]. 
Since all spaces we deal with are actually normed Riesz spaces, 
we note that if in the sequel R, and R, are two normed Riesz spaces, 
then R, z R, always means that there exists a norm and order 
preserving linear operator I from R, onto R, such that I-l does exist 
and such that I-l is a norm and order preserving linear operator from 
R, onto R, . 
It is well known (cf. [9]), that the dual space L,* of L,(d, r, p) 
satisfies L,* E a. If we denote by CA(@) the collection of all 
countably additive measures in ~?8 and by PFA(a) the collection of 
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all purely finitely additive measures in a, then g = CA(a) @ PFA(&?), 
and in Riesz space terminology it is even so that CA(a) and PFA($?) 
are norm closed bands in g being each others disjoint complements. 
It is clear from the Radon-Nikodym theorem that L,(d, I’, CL) E 
CA(g). Now note that if we consider L, as a normed K&he space 
(cf. [lo, Chap. 15]), then L,* = Lz,C @ Lz,S, where L$,+ denotes the 
set of integrals on L, and L z,S denotes the set of singular functionals 
onL,. Moreover, since L, is the first associate space of L, it follows 
that Lz,+ g L, (cf. [lo, Theorem 69.31). Thus Lz,s g PFA(g). It will 
be the purpose of this paper to generalize this last result. In fact, our 
first main result will be: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let L,,(d) r, p) b e a normed K6the space. Then there 
exists a band A0 of PFA(@ such that A%$ g LzS if and only ifL$ is an 
abstract L-space. 
We shall explain the terminology of this theorem. From now on M 
will be the set of all real-valued p-measurable functions on 4, where 
the values + CO and -co are allowed for functions in M. It is to be 
understood that p-almost everywhere equal functions in M are 
identified. Next, let p be a nontrivial function norm on M, so for all 
f,gEM and for all BEIR we have (i) 0 <p(f) < co, p(f) = 0 if 
and only if f E 0, and there exists an element f. E M such that 
0 < dfd < a. (3 &f) = I a I df 1. 64 P(f + g) G f(f) + dg). 
f$x:flLf I < I g 1, then 4 f ) ,< p(g) (in particular d f 1 = p(I f 1)). 
, 
-W, r, P) = {f~ M : p(f) < ~0) = Lo , 
then L, becomes a normed Riesz space with Riesz norm p. The space L, 
is called a normed Kothe space. Let L,,” be the Banach dual of L, , 
provided with the Riesz norm p*, so L,* is again a normed Riesz 
space. A functional F EL,* is called an integral whenever ui > 
uz 3 e-e 3 0 and inf, u, = 0 (notation U, .J, 0) inL, impliesF(u,) --+O. 
The collection of all integrals on L, is denoted by LzC . If follows that 
L:C is a norm closed band in L,*. Next, we denote by LzS the disjoint 
complement of LzC in L,*. Elements of L2s are called singular func- 
tionals. It follows that L$ is a band in L,* and that L,* = Lz,@ LX8 . 
From now on we shall also assume that the function norm p is saturated, 
i.e., any set E E r satisfying p(E) > 0 contains a subset FE r such 
that p(F) > 0 and such that p(xF) < co (xF denotes the characteristic 
function of F). As follows from ([lo, Theorem 67.21) this is no 
restriction at all. If L,’ is the first associate space of L, (so L,’ is a 
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normed Kothe space by itself), then L,’ s L$ . Hence, it follows 
from Theorem 1.1, that we have a complete representation of L,* 
for a large class of normed K&he spaces. In the remaining part of 
this paper the reader is assumed to be familiar with the theory of 
normed Kothe spaces as developed in [IO, Chap. 151. All facts on 
K&he spaces can be found there. 
Returning to Theorem 1.1, it is obvious that this theorem generalizes 
Lz,s z PFA(99). Also it is obvious that ~.44 g L$ implies L$ is an 
abstract L-space (since ,N, is a band of the abstract L-space PFA(9Y)). 
The question arises under which conditions L$ is an abstract L-space. 
In [6] this problem is solved completely. It is proved there that L$ is 
an abstract L-space if and only if L, is a semi-M-space (i.e., fi , fi E Lo+, 
P(fJ = P(f2) = 1 and 4 $4 implies lim p((sup(f, ,fJ)xd,) d 1 as 
n ---f co), cf. [6, Theorem 5.11). It is also shown in [6] that the well- 
known Orlicz spaces L, as well as the less well-known Lorentz 
spaces L, are semi-M-spaces, so there are many examples. 
Finally we note that similar work on this subject is done in [l, 3, 71. 
However, since our definition of singular functionals differs from the 
definition used in [3, 71 it follows that our results are different. In fact, 
the results of [3, 71 are also generalized, since L$ is in general larger 
than the class of “singular” functionals N,* of [3], and since [3] 
generalizes [7]. For example, considering the space L, , it follows that 
in [3] the class N,* = (01, but L& # (01. The fact that N,,* C L$ in 
general follows from Loa = J-{L$} and from L,” C MO (using the 
terminology of [3]). W e 1 eave verification to the reader. Also we note 
that our assumption L& is an abstract L-space is much weaker than 
property (I) required in [3]. Furthermore we do not require p to have 
the Fatou property. It must be mentioned that our methods to derive 
Theorem 1 .l are very similar to the methods used in [1, 3, 71. 
2. THE LINEAR OPERATORS I, 
From now on p will be a fixed saturated function norm on M. 
Furthermore, L, and $zY will be as in Section 1. By B we shall denote 
the collection of all disjoint finite partitions of d into measurable sets, 
and P, will be the trivial partition {A}. If PI , Pz E 8, then PI < Pz 
will mean that PI is a refinement of Pz . It follows that P < P,, for 
all P E 9, and that < defines a partial ordening in 8. 
If E E r and f E L, , then fE = fxE . Furthermore, if FE L,* and 
E E r, then FE(f) = F(fE) for all f E L, . It is obvious that for all 
E E r and for all FE Lo*, FE < F and FE E Lo* holds. 
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Let now (T be a function seminorm on L, such that u(f) < p(f) 
for allf E L, (so u = p is allowed), and define 
i=l 
for all f E Lo+, for all v E S?+ (the positive measures in B’) and for all 
P = {Ei : i = 1, 2 ,..., n} E 9. Note that QO(*, v, -) is linear on SY+ and 
that Pl , Pz E 9, P, < P, implies QJf, V, Pl) < Q&f, v, P2) for all 
f E L,+ and for all v E k@+. Next, we define for all v E a+ and for all 
f EL,+ 
F”(f) = inf-Q(f, v, P): P E 9'). 
If f E L, and v E S? are not necessarily positive, then 
F,(f) = F”+(f+> - F”+(f-> - F”-(f+) + F”-(f->. 
LEMMA 2.1. If v E g, then F, EL,* and p*(F”) < 11 v 11. Moreover, 
if v E 22+ then F, > 0 (the null functional in LO*). 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the lemma for positive v. The fact 
that Fy(of) = cxFV( f ) f or all f E L, and all 01 E IR is obvious. Now note 
that if f, g E LO+, then u(f + g) > max{u( f ), o(g)}. Using this fact it 
follows, as in [ 1, Lemma 5(c)], or as in [3, p. 36, Theorem 11 (iv)] that 
FV(f + g) = Fy( f ) + F,(g) for all f, g EL,+. This implies that F, is 
linear on L, . Now note that v E 99+ obviously implies F,, > 0. Hence 
it follows from 
holding for all f EL,+, that p*(F,) < 11 v11. 
The preceding lemma enables us to define an operator 1, : JZB 4 L,* 
by I,(V) = F, for all v E %‘. 
THEOREM 2.2. I,, is a positive linear operator and I/ I, I/ < 1. 
Proof. We shall show that IO is linear on SF. The rest of the 
theorem is then obvious from Lemma 2.1 and from the decomposition 
properties of v and F, . 
The fact that &(w) = C&(V) for all v E a+ and for all c11 E IRf is 
obvious. Let now v1 , a v E C&S’+ be given and let f E LO+. Then 
Fvl+Jf) = W20(f, v1 , P> + !A(f, 3 , W P E 9) 
3 W20(f~ vl , P): P E P} + inf{&(f, v2 , P): P E 9} 
= F”l(f) + F”Jfh 
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so 1J~i + u.J 3 I,(v,) + J,,(v,). For the converse direction, let E > 0 
be given. Then there exist Pi , Pz E Si’ such that 
Fv,(f> > Qo(fi vi 3 Pi> - 4~ (i = 1, 2). 
Next, let P, E 9 satisfy P, < P, , P, < P, , it is obvious that such a 
P3 E B always exists. Then 
C1+Jf) G Q&L ~1 + “2 3 PJ = Q&-> ~1 9 J’s) + Q.0, “2 7 J’s) 
G QoU ~1 9 Pd + QoU ~2 9 P2) < Cl(f) +qf) + E- 
This holds for all E > 0 and for allf EL,+, so 10(~,+~Z) ,< lo(~,)+l,(~,), 
which is the desired result. 
As observed before we have SZ = CA(g) @ PFA(g). We shall now 
determine the images of CA(g) and of PFA(a) under the operator 1, . 
THEOREM 2.3. (i) I,(PFA(g)) C L$ , (ii) I&CA(@) C L$ , (iii) 
Let v E SJ’. Then v E PFA(g) ;f and only if F, E Lzs . 
Proof. (i) Let 0 < v E PFA(S) and let E E r be such that 0 < 
p(E) < co. Then there exists a sequence {E, : n = 1,2,...) C r such 
that E3 E,Jq% and such that v(E,) = v(E) for all n (cf. [9]). Next, 
let f E L,+ and define g, = fEwEn for all n. It follows that 0 < g, t fE . 
Furthermore, if P, = (E - E, , (E - E,)e) E 9, then 
= 0, 
so F,(g,) = 0 for all n. Next, d = u,“=, d, , d, pairwise disjoint 
I < co for all n. On each d, there exists a sequence (fmn: m = 
1, 2,...) satisfying 0 < f,” f f d, as m -+ co and Fy( f,,") = 0 for all n. 
Definingf, = zt=, f z-m+l , for n = 1, 2,..., it follows that 0 <f, t f 
and that Fv(f,) = 0 for all n. Hence, according to [6, Lemma 2.11 we 
have F, EL& . Now it follows easily that F, f L$ for any not nec- 
essarily positive v in PFA(g), so I,(PFA(g)) C L$ . 
(ii) Let 0 < Y E CA(a), and let {fn : n = 1, 2,...} CL,+ be such 
that f, 4 0. We have to show that F,, E Lzc , or equivalently Fv( f,J + 0 
as n -+ 03. To this end let E > 0 be given. Then, according to [6, 
Lemma 3.31, there exists a sequence &In : n = 1, 2,...} C r such that 
d, f d and p(fmxd,) < 4244) for all n. In fact, if we define 
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for all n, then {d n : n = 1,2,...} is such a sequence. Verification is 
left to the reader. Note that d - A, j, 4, so Y(A - A,) 4 0 as n + a 
since v E CA(g). It follows that for some N v(A - A,) < ~,‘(2p(f~)) 
for all n > N. (Here it is assumed that p(fi) > 0 which is obviously 
not a restriction). Next, define P, E 9 by P, = {A, , A - A,} for 
all n. Then 
for all n > N, soF”(fJ 4 0 as n --+ co. It is obvious now that v E CA(g) 
implies F, E L$ , so I&CA@‘)) C LzC . 
(iii) Immediate from (i) and (ii). 
3. THE LINEAR OPERATOR J* 
Throughout this whole section it will be assumed that L,$ is an 
abstract L-space, or equivalently L, is a semi-M-space (cf. [6, 
Theorem 5.11). Under this condition we shall construct a positive 
linear operator J* from Lzs into a’. To this end, let 0 < FE Lz8 be 
given and set i+(E) = p*(F,) f or all E E r. Furthermore, if F E L$ is 
not necessarily positive, then +(E) = Ye+ - vF-(E) for all E E r. 
LEMMA 3.1. If F ELLS, th@Z vF E g ~~2nd j] VF 11 = p*(F). Moreover, 
ifF > @ then VF > 0. 
Proof. Let 0 < FE LzS be given, and let E, , E, E L’ satisfy 
E1 n E, = 4. From FBI+,, = FE, + FE, and from the fact that Lz8 is 
an abstract L-space it follows that 
Hence, YF is additive on r. It is obvious that vp(E) = 0 for all E E r 
satisfying p(E) = 0. M oreover, vr is positive on r, so 
11 vF it = 1 vF I(4 = vF(d) = P*(FLI> = P*(F)* 
HencevpEWif 0 < FEL* . The rest of the lemma is now obvious. 
The preceding lemma enaG:s us to define an operator J* from L&. 
into k@, by J*(F) = VF for all FE L$ . 
THEOREM 3.2. The operator J* is ZiPrear, positive and injective. 
Moreover, ;f L& # (0) (so LzS is nontrivial), then I/ J* I/ = 1. 
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Proof. Obvious from Lemma 3.1 and from the fact that L& is an 
abstract L-space. Verification is left to the reader. 
Remark. We note that the only fact we used so far is that Lzs is an 
abstract L-space. Hence, if L* is any order ideal of L,* satisfying L” 
is an abstract L-space, then it is possible to define a linear, positive 
and injective operator IL * from L* into 3 in a similar way as above. 
We shall prove now that J*(L$) C PFA(g). Here it plays a role 
that the functionals we deal with are singular. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 0 < FE LI,*,$ and f E L,+ be given, and define 
v,(E) = F(fE) fur all E E r. Then V~ E PFA(s) and VF >, 0. 
Proof. It is obvious that uf E g+, so it remains to prove that 
vr E PFA(W). To this end let E > 0 be given. Since F is singular there 
exists a sequence {& : n = 1, 2,...) C r such that F(fd,) < E for all n, 
and A, T A (this can be proved similarly as [6, Lemma 2.11, so 
verification is left to the reader). It follows that vr(A - A,) = 
F(f 4) - F(fd,) > ?(A) - E f or all 72. Since A - A, 4 # it follows that 
vr E PFA(@ (cf. [9]). 
THEOREM 3.4. J*(Lz,) C PFA(g). 
Proof. It is sufficient to show that 0 < FE L;T,$ implies 0 < 
J*(F) E PFA(B). Let, therefore, 0 < F EL:, and E > 0 be given. 
Then there exists a function fc EL,+ satisfying p(f,) = 1 and F(f,) < 
p*(F) < F(fc) + E. Next, define v,(E) = F(f6xE) for all E E r. Then 
0 < v, E PFA(W) according to Lemma 3.3. Furthermore, 
v&J) G 44 < 44 + 6, 
so /I vF - v, // < E. It follows that VF E PFA(.B) since PFA(B) is norm 
closed, which completes the proof. 
4. A REPRESENTATION THEOREM FOR L$ 
Let, in this section, the operator I: PFA(g) -+ Lz,8 be defined by 
I(v) = I,(v) for all v E a’. As follows from Section 2 the operator I is 
linear and positive and IjIll < I. Furthermore, unless stated otherwise, 
assume that L$ is an abstract L-space. It follows that J*: L$ --t 
PFA(g), as defined in Section 3, is a linear, positive, and injective 
operator. We shall show now that if we restrict I to an appropriate 
subset J/1’, of PFA(@, then I and J* are each other’s inverses. 
580/23/2-3 
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THEOREM 4.1. If F E Lz8 , then I(J*(F)) = F. 
Proof. To prove the theorem we may assume that F is positive. 
Given f E L,+ and P E 9, P = {E, : k = 1, 2,... n> it follows that 
This holds for all P E 9’ and for all f E L,,+, so 0 < F < I(J*(F)). 
Next, we set F’ = I(J*(F)) for b revity. According to Theorem 2.3 
and Theorem 2.4 it follows that F’ E L$ . Since 0 < F < F’ we 
have p*(F) < p*(F’), and in view of Lemma 2.1 we have p*(F’) ,< 
p*(F). Hence p*(F) = p*(F’). Using now the fact that F’ - F > 0 
and the fact that L$ is an abstract L-space, we obtain 
p*(F) = p*(F’ + F -F) = p*(F’ - F) + ,o*(F), 
so p*(F’ - F) = 0 which implies F’ = F. 
As a corrollary we obtain from this theorem that I maps PFA(B) 
onto Lj$ and that J* is a 1-l map. (This last fact was already known 
from Theorem 3.2.) 
LEMMA 4.2. If 0 < v E PFA(@, then 0 < 1*(1(u)) < V. 
Proof. Let E E r be given. Since 1*(1(v)) = vtFv) , we have 
0 < tJ*(F9)W = wy,(E) = P*(PM = su~F'df&~(.fd d 11 
< supK?,U~, v, p,,): P(~E) < 11 = v(E). 
This holds for all E E I’, so 0 < 1*(1(v)) < v. 
Note that 1*(1(v)) < v can happen. For instance, if L$ = {O}, and 
if 0 < v E PFA(B) is not the null-measure, then 1*(1(v)) = 0 < v. 
Motivated by the forgoing results we define an operator P,, from 
PFA(@) into 99 by P,(v) = 1*(1(v)) for all v E PFA(g). Since 
0 < P,,(v) 6 v for all 0 < Y E PFA(9) and since PFA(9) is an order 
ideal (even a band) in @‘, it follows that P,(PFA(g)) C PFA(9Y). From 
Theorem 4.1 it follows that PO(PO(v)) = PO(v) for all v E PFA(@. 
Hence P, is a projection from PFA(&?) into PFA(99). Next, let 
&!, = (V E PFA(a): P,,(v) = V} = P,(PFA(@). It is obvious that A, 
is a linear subspace of PFA(B). In fact, JZZ, is even a band. Indeed, if 
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0 < vi E &‘,, and if 0 < us < vi (us E PFA(B)), then v2 - Pp(vz) > 0 
and vi - (v2 - Pp(vz)) >, 0, so 
"1 -@2 - PL&2N 2 PC&l - "2 + P,(,2)) = PPh) - PP(,2) + ~P(~LG2)) = "1. 
It follows that v2 = P,(v,) so v2 E A,, , which implies A, is an order 
ideal. To show that .&Yp is a band, let D be a nonempty subset of &!,+ 
having a supremum Y,, in .99+ (and hence in PFA(93) since PFA(99) is a 
band in 3?). Let v E D be given. Then v0 > V, so v,, > P,,(vO) 3 
P,(V) = v. This h Id f o s or all v E D. Since v,, = sup{v E D} it follows 
that y0 = PO(vO). H ence v,, E J&‘~ , so A,, is a band. 
Now it is obvious from the previous results that J* maps LzS into 
(and also onto) .MO, and that I map &“, onto LzS . Considering I as a 
map from 4, into L$ and J* as a map from LzS into dQ, it is also 
obvious that I and J* are norm and order preserving linear operators 
being each other’s inverses. 
Dropping the assumption that L$ is an abstract L-space we obtain 
our first main result. 
THEOREM 4.3. L& is an abstract L-space if and only if there exists 
a band JZr, in PFA(3’) satisfying L$ g A,, . 
Proof. Obvious. 
As observed in Section 1, we have L$ g PFA(93) (where L, is 
defined on the same measure space (d, r, p)). Therefore, the band 4, 
which occurs in the preceding theorem is Riesz isomorphic and 
isometric to some band S* in L$ . Thus we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.4. L& is an abstract L-space if and only if there exists 
a band S* C LZ& such that L$ z S”. 
Again assume that L$ is an abstract L-space, and let I, J* and &Yp 
as before (so ~3’~ = J*(Lz,)). We shall show now that there is still 
another way to compute &!, . To this end, let 
J$ = {v E PFA(@): I(v) = 0}, 
so Jlr is the null space of I. Furthermore, let Mpd denote the disjoint 
complement of Mp in PFA(&9), i.e., 
M/ = {V E PFA@): inf(/ v I, 1 V’ I) = 0 for all v' E X,}, 
THEOREM 4.5. If L$ is an abstract L-space, then a,, = Nod. 
Proof. Let dDd denote the disjoint complement of M0 in PFA(B). 
It is easy to see that ~8~~ = Ju;, and hence &?O = 4:” = J$d. 
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5. REARRANGEMENT INVARIANT SPACES 
In Section 7 we shall compute the band &VP of Theorem 4.3 for 
some classes of rearrangement invariant normed Kothe spaces. Here 
we present a brief survey of the theory of such spaces. 
For alIfE M and for all y > 0 we set 
h(Y) = & E A: I ml > Y>. 
Next, the nonincreasing rearrangement f * off E iki is defined by 
f*(x) = inf{y: 5(y) < X} 
for all x 3 0, where it is to be understood that inf{#> = +co. 
DEFINITION 5.1. A function norm p is said to be a rearrangement 
invariant (abbreviated as r.i.) function norm, whenever it follows from 
f, g E M and f * < g* on IR+ that p(f) ,< p(g). 
In [6] more details on this subject can be found. 
Next, let p be a not necessarily r.i. function norm. Furthermore, let 
L,” be the norm closed order ideal, consisting of the functions in L, 
which have an absolutely continuous norm, and let Lob be the norm 
closed order ideal of L, , spanned by all essentially bounded functions 
in L, having a support of finite measure. Note that if p is r.i., one can 
also define L,” as the norm closed order ideal spanned by the functions 
xa , A E r, 0 < ,u(A) < co. In [4, Theorem 1.2 (iv)] it was shown 
that L,” C L,b always holds. In case of a r.i. norm more can be said. 
Before doing so we shall restrict ourselves to three types of measure 
spaces, although this is not essential. 
DEFINITION 5.2. We shall distinguish between the following types 
of measure spaces; A: p(d) < co, d atomless; B: p(d) = CO, d 
atomless; C: p(d) = co, d purely atomic; all atoms having equal 
(finite) measure. 
Now the following holds. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let p be a r.i. function norm. 
(i) If (A, r, p) is of type C, then L,” = L,b. 
(ii) If (A, r, p) is of type A or type B, then either L,” = {O> or 
L,” = L,b. 
(iii) If L,” = {0}, then L, CL, (when regarded as pointsets). In 
fact, there exists a C > 0 such that 11 flip < Cp( f ) for all f E L, . 
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For the proofs we refer to [6, Lemmas 5.2, 7.3, and 7.41. We note that 
5.3(i) still holds if the condition p is r.i. is dropped (cf. [4, Lemma 1.51). 
6. A DECOMPOSITION OF PFA(.a) 
In this section we shall discuss a decomposition of PFA(kB) into two 
bands. These bands will play an important role in the next section. 
Let PFA(GY) as before, and define PFA(&?+) = PFA(B) n 9?+. 
Furthermore, define 
J17+ = {V E PFA(@+): v(d) = v(A) for some A E r with p(A) < co}; 
JG!~ = {V E PFA(B): Y+, Y- E AI+}; 
M, = (V EPFA(%): v(A) = 0 for all A E T with CL(A) < 4. 
It is obvious that Mr and k’, are order ideals in PFA(k@. Moreover, 
if Ajd and ,,kmd denotes the disjoint complements of &f and J%?, in 
PFA(9) respectively, then obviously &?, C Ata and &Zr C JXmd. We 
shall prove that these inclusions are actually equalities. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let M,+ = {u G PFA(a+): for all e > 0 there exists 
a set A, E r such that p(AJ < co and v(AJ < v(d) < v(AE) + c). 
Then Ml+ = Af+ (and so J%+~ is norm closed). 
Proof. It is obvious that dr+ C Ml+. Let v E Ml+ be given. Then 
there exists a sequence A, C A, C --- TO in r such that 
for all n. Setting B, = A, ; B, = A, - A,-, (n = 2, 3 ,... ), it follows 
that p(B,) < co. Furthermore, if v(B,) > 0 for some tl, then 
Y E PFA(ZY) implies the existence of a set C, C B, such that 
for this n, if v(B,) = 0 we define C, = 4. Next, define A = (J,“=, C, . 
Then p(A) < 1 and v(A) = y(d). To prove this, suppose that 
v(A) # v(d), so v(A) < v(d). Th en there exists a set B E r and a 
constant d > 0 such that 
AnB=$, and v(B) 3 d > 0 
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(for instance B = d - A). Now note that v(B n B,) = 0 for all n, 
since B n C, = 4 for all n. Thus we obtain 
for all n, which is the desired contradiction. Hence v E.&‘~+. 
THEOREM 6.2. (i) did = J/X, , (ii) kad = &f , (iii) JZr and JZ, 
are bands in PFA(9) and PFA(S?) = dr @J&Y, , JZr n J@‘, = {O}. 
Proof. (i) We have to show that drd C k’, . To this end, let 
0 < v E JZfd by given and suppose that v I$ A, . Then there exists a 
set A E r such that p(A) < co and v(A) > 0. Defining v,(B) = 
v(A n B) for all B E r, it follows that vi E B+ and that 0 < vr < v. 
Hence y1 E dfd. On the other hand, we have vi E dr , since vi(O) = 
v(A) = v,(A). Hence vi = 0, which contradicts v,(A) = v(A) > 0. 
Thus ~8’~” = J& a;. 
(ii) We have to show that ~4’~~ C kj. To this end, let 
0 < v E Amod be given and define 
v,(B) = inf{v(B - A): p(A) < CO}. 
Then v,(A) = 0 for all A E r such that p(A) = 0. Furthermore, if 
B, , B, E r satisfy B, n B, = + and if A, , A, E r satisfy p(AI) < co 
and y(A.J < co, then 
v,(B, u B,) < v(B, u B, - A, u A,) = v(B, - A, u A,) + v(Bz - A, u A,) 
< @, - A,) + VU% - A,). 
Hence vl(B, u B2) < vl(B,) + q(B,). Since the inverse inequality 
is obvious, it follows that vi E .49+. Moreover, 0 < vi < v, SO v1 E dmd. 
Also, we have v,(B) = 0 for all B E r satisfying p(B) < 00, so 
V,EA!,. This implies vi = 0. Hence, 
inf{v(d - A): p(A) < OO} = v,(d) = 0, 
so in view of Lemma 6.1 we have v E J#~ , which proves kmd = df . 
(iii) Immediate from (i) and (ii). 
Finally we state a lemma, the proof of which is left to the reader. 
LEMMA 6.3. (i) I’p(d) < co, then JY, = {0} (SO PFA(a) = &YI). 
(ii) If (d, r, p) is of type C, then dr = {O> (SO PFA(a) = Aa). 
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7. REPRESENTATION THEOREMS FOR THE SINGULAR FUNCTIONALS 
ON SOME CLASSES OF REARRANGEMENT INVARIANT SPACES 
Throughout this whole section it will be assumed that p is a non- 
trivial r.i. function norm. Furthermore, L,” and Lob will be as defined 
in Section 5, and 4, and 4, will be as defined in Section 6. It is 
obvious that L,” = L, implies L,,, * = {O}, so we shall assume that L,,” 
is a proper subset of L, . The measure space (d, r, p) will always be 
assumed to be of one of the types A, B, or C. As noted in Section 5, 
we have either L,” = {0} or L,” = L,“. 
LEMMA 7.1. Assume that LzS is an abstract L-space, and assume that 
L,” = (0). Then &‘, C A, . 
Proof. To show Mr C ~2’~ it suffices to prove that v E df+, v # 0 
implies F, # 0. To this end, let v E Jll’r+, v # 0 be given. Then there 
exists a set A E r, 0 < p(A) < co such that v(A) = v(d). Further- 
more, it follows from Lemma 5.3 (iii) that there exists a constant c > 0 
such that p(B) > 0 implies p(xB) 2 c. Hence, given P E 9, it follows 
that QZp(xa , v, P) >, cv(d). Hence Fv(xA) > 0, so F, # 0. 
LEMMA 7.2. Assume that LzQ is an abstract L-space, and assume 
that f E L, n L, implies f E Lob. Then A,, C .&lr . 
Proof. We have to show that v E A,+ implies F, = 0. To this 
end, let v E ~@~a+ and f E L,+ be given. Since p is r.i. it follows that 
there exists a constant c > 0 such that ~{x E d: f (x) > c} < co. Let 
A={x~d:f(x)>c), and let g==fxAE. Then geL,nL,, so 
g E Lob. Hence, if E > 0 is given there exists a set B, C AC satisfying 
p(BJ < co and p(gxBEc) < E. Defining P E 9 by P = {A, B,, (A u B,)C}, 
it follows that 
0 G F”(f) G P,(f,%P) = P(fAM4 + f(hJJ”@J + P(fXLl”B,d v((A ” &)C) 
< 0 + 0 + &l), 
since v E 4, , so v(A) = v(B,) = 0. Thus F, = 0. 
LEMMA 7.3. Assume that Lzs is an abstract L-space, and assume that 
f E L, , p(supp( f )) < og implies f E L,“. Then d!, C d, . 
Proof. Similarly as in the preceding lemma it can be shown that 
v E J%~+ implies F, = 0, so do C J%‘, . 
LEMMA 7.4. Assume that L$ is an abstract L-space, and assume that 
p(d) = a~. If xd EL, , then 4, C .&, . 
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Proof. First note that xd 4 L,a, since p(d) = co. Next, if v E JZ?=+ 
it follows similarly as before that Q,,(xd , v, P) = p(xd) v(d) since p 
is r.i. Hence v E Am+, v # 0 implies F, # 0, so A, C JZD . 
Collecting the results so far obtained we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 7.5. (i) If p(d) < co and if L,” = {0}, then L$ G 
&Yf = PFA(B). 
(ii) If L,,” = (0) and L,b = L, , then Lzs z A$!~ . 
then y If x0 EL, 9 and if f E L, , p(supp( f )) < 00 implies f E L,*, 
* - A?, * 0,s = 
Proof. In view of the preceding result it suffices to show that L$ is 
an abstract L-space. This is done in [6, Theorems 9.1, 9.41. 
One might ask whether there are examples of r.i. spaces with 
satisfy the conditions of 7.5 (i), 7.5 (ii), or 7.5 (iii). In [6] many examples 
of such spaces can be found. To avoid unduly lengthening this paper 
we shall not repeat those examples here. 
Remark. Note that the classical result Lz,+ z PFA(.G8) follows 
from Lemmas 7.1 and 7.4. 
8. REPRESENTATION OF L,* 
In this section, let L, again be an arbitrary normed Kothe space. 
Since we always have L,* = L$ @L$ , and LzC z L,’ (the first 
associate space of L,) it is obvious that under the condition that L$ is 
an abstract L-space, we have L, * = L,’ x dD (the Cartesian product 
of L,’ and JZJ. In this section we shall indicate a condition so that 
p*(F) = p’(g) + II v II h o s ld f or all F EL,* (where F corresponds to 
the pair (g, v) EL,’ x 4,). 
DEFINITION 8.1. The space L, is said to have property (*) if it 
follows from f, g EL,+; inf( f, g) = 0; P( f ), P(g) < 1 that 
lim p(fd, + g) < 1 as n -+ co for any sequence (dn : n = 1, 2,...} C r 
such that d, 4 4. 
THEOREM 8.2. (i) If L, has (*), then L$ is an abstract L-space. 
(ii) If L, has (*), F EL,*, F = I + S, I EL,*;, , S E L$ , then 
P*(F) = P*(I) + P*(S). 
Proof. (i) If L, has (*), then L, is a semi-M-space in the sense of [6]. 
Hence L$ is an abstract L-space (cf. [6, Theorem 5.11). 
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(ii) We may assume that F > 0 and hence I, S > 0. Now it 
follows that S = S, for some positive v in PFA(g) since L$ is an 
abstract L-space. Hence, there exists a sequence (d, : ?t = 1,2,...} C r 
such that d, J 4 and such that S(f,,,) = S( f ) for all f E L, . Let now 
E > 0 be given. Then there exists a function g, E Lo+ such that 
p(g,) < 1 and p*(I) < I(g,) + &. Let now g, = gxAnC (?z = 1, 2,...). 
Then g, T g as n -+ co, so it follows from I E L$ that there exists a 
number n, such that 
(since I(g,) f I(g,)). Note that p(g,,) < 1. Set g = g,( for brevity. 
Next, let fc EL, + be such that p(f,) < 1; p*(S) < S(fJ + -&. 
Furthermore, define fn = fxd, + g. Then lim p(f,) < 1 as n ---t co. 
Hence 
P *w b (P(fnY Wn) = WnYNfn) + UN 
2 MfnYiwcxA,> + ml 
> (P(fn))-YP*(~) + P*(I) - 6). 
This holds for all n and for all E > 0, so p*(F) > p*(S) + p*(l), which 
is the desired result. 
THEOREM 8.3. If L, has (*), then L,* = L,’ x Ap . Moreover, ifF 
corresponds to the pair (g, v) then p*(F) = p’(g) + 11 v11. 
Proof. Immediate from the previous results. 
Finally we present a class of normed Kothe spaces, which has 
property ( *)* 
EXAMPLE 8.4. Consider the Orlicz space L, provided with the 
norm N0 , as defined in [4, Chap. II] or as in [6, Ex. 2.41. Then L, 
has (*). Indeed, let f, g EL @+ be such that inf(f, g) = 0 and N,(f), 
N,(g) < 1 and let {dn : n = 1,2,...} C r be such that d, $4. Set, 
for brevity 
for all hEL@. Since N,(h) = inf(k > 0: M,(Wh) < l}, it follows 
that M,( f ) < 1 and M,(g) < 1. Therefore M&f + g) < co. Now 
note that 
fS-g a.fL-,+g ig. 
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Hence MQ(fd, + g) 4 M,(g) < 1. Let now E > 0 be given. Then 
there exists a number N,, such that MQ(fd, + g) < 1 + E for all 
n 3 NO . This implies 
Mf41 + +vA, + 8) -6 (1 + l )-’ ~&I, + g) < 1 
for all n > N,, . Hence NQ(fd, + g) < 1 + E for all n > NO , so 
lim No(fA, + g) < 1 as n --, co. 
It follows that L,* EL, x A’, , where L,* is provided with the 
norm N,* and L, x A!@ is provided with the norm I/ - IIF + 11 *(( 
(L, is the complementary space of L, (cf. [4] for details)). 
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